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ABSTRACT

The majority of searches for radio emission from exoplanets have to date focused on short period planets, i.e., the so-called hot Jupiter type planets. However, these planets are likely to be tidally locked to their host stars and may not generate sufficiently strong magnetic fields to emit electron cyclotron maser emission at the low frequencies used in observations (typically ≥150 MHz). In comparison, the large mass-loss rates of evolved stars could enable exoplanets at larger orbital distances to emit detectable radio emission. Here, we first show that the large ionized mass-loss rates of certain evolved stars relative to the solar value could make them detectable with the LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR) at 150 MHz (λ = 2 m), provided they have surface magnetic field strengths >50 G. We then report radio observations of three long period (>1 au) planets that orbit the evolved stars β Gem, ι Dra, and β UMi using LOFAR at 150 MHz. We do not detect radio emission from any system but place tight 3σ upper limits of 0.98, 0.87, and 0.57 mJy on the flux density at 150 MHz for β Gem, ι Dra, and β UMi, respectively. Despite our non-detections these stringent upper limits highlight the potential of LOFAR as a tool to search for exoplanetary radio emission at meter wavelengths.
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1. Introduction

The magnetic planets of our solar system have long been known to emit intense coherent radio emission at frequencies below 40 MHz (Burke & Franklin 1955). The emission is predominately due to the interaction between the planet’s magnetosphere and the solar wind, although for Jupiter, it is due to magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling, which is independent of the solar wind but dependent on the planetary rotation (e.g., Cowley & Bunce 2001). Another intense radio component comes from the Io-Jupiter electrodynamic interaction (Marques et al. 2017). All of these interactions produce energetic electrons that propagate along magnetic field lines into auroral regions of the planet, where electron cyclotron maser (ECM) emission is produced (Wu & Lee 1979; Treumann 2006). Essentially, the two requirements for ECM emission to occur are that the local plasma frequency must be much less than the gyrofrequency and an unstable keV electron distribution must exist. Both of these requirements are satisfied in high magnetic latitude field lines in both hemispheres of the magnetized solar system planets from just above their surface out to a few planetary radii (Zarka et al. 2001). In the case of Jupiter, the produced decametric emission can be as intense as solar radio bursts in terms of absolute flux density. Consequently, it has long been speculated that exoplanetary radio emission could be detectable (e.g., Yantis et al. 1977) which would not only provide a novel means to directly detect exoplanets but would also allow measurements of exoplanetary magnetic field strengths and rotational periods.

A crude estimate of the possible radio flux density of an exoplanet can be made by simply scaling the known values of Jupiter to nearby stellar distances. Jupiter is the strongest radio emitter of the solar system planets and at 15 MHz has a peak flux density of \( S_\nu \sim 2 \times 10^{10} \) mJy (Zarka 1992). If Jupiter were at the distance of a relatively nearby star at 10 pc, it would have a peak flux density of only \( S_\nu \sim 0.07 \) mJy at 15 MHz, which is too faint to be detectable with existing radio observatories. Nevertheless, there are more optimistic predictions for higher exoplanetary radio emission favouring planets with short (i.e., <1 au) orbital distances (i.e., the so-called “hot Jupiters”) orbiting young stars (e.g., Farrell et al. 1999; Zarka et al. 2001; Lazio et al. 2004; Stevens 2005; Grießmeier et al. 2007). These studies have applied empirical scaling laws known to operate in our solar system to nearby exoplanetary systems and generally predict that a small number of hot Jupiter type exoplanets could have radio flux densities of the order of a few mJys and could be detectable with existing radio observatories. The preference in these models for hot Jupiters is akin to the reason why Earth, being closer to the Sun and having a larger incident solar wind power, is more luminous than Uranus or Neptune even though its magnetic field strength is much less. The same reasoning applies as to why young stars, having mass loss rates 1–2 orders of magnitude greater than the solar value, are favoured in these models. Consequently, most
detailed targeted searches for exoplanetary radio emission have focused on hot Jupiter type systems (e.g., Zarka et al. 1997; Bastian et al. 2000; Ryabov et al. 2004; Lazio & Farrell 2007; Lecavelier des Etangs et al. 2011; Hallinan et al. 2013), but there has been no confirmed detections as of yet.

There are however, some inherent disadvantages in searching for radio emission from hot Jupiter type exoplanets. Tidal locking may reduce dynamo action and cause their internal magnetic fields to be very weak. For example, Grießmeier et al. (2004) predict that the magnetic moment of closely orbiting (i.e., ≤0.05 au) Jupiter mass planets can be less than one tenth of the value observed for Jupiter. This would make such planets observable only at wavelengths below the Earth’s ionospheric cut-off frequency (i.e., ν < 10 MHz). We note however that Reiners & Christensen (2010) found that some hot Jupiters may possess sufficiently strong remnant magnetic fields so that radio emission could be produced above the Earth’s ionospheric cut-off frequency, albeit rarely reaching 150 MHz. Zarka (2007) also discusses the possibility for hot Jupiters to excite radio emission above the Earth’s ionospheric cut-off frequency from strongly magnetized stars (i.e., with stellar surface magnetic fields of the order 10^3 G). The radio emission from hot Jupiters is also likely to be modulated with the planetary orbital period (Hess & Zarka 2011). Therefore tidally locked hot Jupiters usually need to be observed for a few days to achieve full rotational phase coverage. For example, Hallinan et al. (2013) performed one of the most sensitive radio searches for any hot Jupiter system to date and yet only achieved 50% rotational phase coverage in 40 h of observations. We note that Vasylieva (2015) did manage to observe a very short period (∼20 h) hot Jupiter for a total of 42 h therefore covering twice the orbital phase of this planet.

The inherent disadvantages posed by hot Jupiters can be circumvented by observing planets at larger orbital distances. Nichols (2011) showed that rapidly rotating planets at large orbital distances (i.e., many au) that are subjected to high X-ray/UV illumination from their host star and have a plasma source within their magnetosphere (e.g., a volcanic exomoon) could produce detectable radio emission. In general however, longer period systems will be intrinsically fainter than hot Jupiters for a given stellar mass loss rate and so planets immersed in dense stellar winds are favourable when searching for emission from these systems. George & Stevens (2007) used the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) to observe two planets at relatively large orbital distances (≥1 au) around young main sequence stars (e Eri and HD 128311) with stellar winds approximately 20 times more dense than the solar wind, but failed to detect any emission.

Evolved stars, that is stars that are post main sequence evolving, are a largely unexplored parameter space in the search for exoplanetary radio emission. Their huge mass loss rates can be many orders of magnitude greater than the values of young stars and so long period planets immersed in the dense winds of evolved stars are promising targets in the search for exoplanetary radio emission. Ignace et al. (2010) argued that long period planets around evolved stars with fully ionized winds – the so called “coronal giants” – may produce radio emission at the milli-Jansky level, i.e., levels of emission detectable with existing facilities. They also argued that planets around evolved stars with more neutral winds – winds from asymptotic-giant branch (AGB) stars and late spectral type red giants – are much weaker emitters and should not be detectable with existing facilities. Fujii et al. (2016) showed that the accretion process of a mainly neutral evolved star’s wind onto a planet would emit UV and X-ray photons which would ionize the stellar wind in the planet’s vicinity and enhance the radio signal. However, their predicted levels of radio emission from these systems would still not be detectable with existing facilities.

In this paper, we extend the search for exoplanetary radio emission to planets around evolved stars. We use the LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR) to carry out a deep pointed search of three coronal giant stars with known exoplanets to search for low frequency radio emission at 150 MHz. Previous studies have shown these stars to be weak thermal emitters at centimeter wavelengths with no non-thermal component (O’Gorman et al. 2017) and we can therefore expect the stellar emission to be completely negligible at 150 MHz (i.e., <1 µJy). In Sect. 2 we discuss the properties of our three targeted systems and explain our reasons for observing them. In Sect. 3 we present our LOFAR observations and explain our data reduction strategy. Our results are presented in Sect. 4 and a discussion of these is presented in Sect. 5. Finally, we summarize our findings in Sect. 6.

2. Radio emission predictions and target selection

To date, more than 100 exoplanets have been detected around evolved stars1. All of these planets are in orbits exterior to ~0.5 au and are on average more massive than planets around main sequence stars (e.g., Jones et al. 2014). The majority of these planets are found around first ascent giants while to date no planets have been confirmed around the more evolved asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars. In choosing suitable evolved star targets as potential sources of exoplanetary radio emission we use an empirical scaling relationship known as the radiometric Bode’s law (RBL; Desch & Kaiser 1984). This law is based on observations of the magnetized solar system planets and relates the planet’s median emitted radio power to the incident solar wind power deposited onto the planet’s magnetosphere. The energy source is believed to be either the kinetic energy from the solar wind or a magnetic energy flux. Numerous studies have already extrapolated this law to exoplanetary systems (e.g., Farrell et al. 1999; Zarka et al. 2001; Lazio et al. 2004). Considering the goal of this study is to examine the effect of the kinetic energy of evolved stellar winds on exoplanetary radio emission we only use the kinetic energy RBL here. We stress that a radio-to-magnetic scaling law has also been proposed by Zarka et al. (2001) and Zarka (2007). Therefore, the possible limitations of this study by solely considering the radio-to-kinetic scaling law are discussed in Sect. 5.4. In Appendix A we derive a variant of the kinetic energy RBL which includes the effects of the larger mass-loss rates and slower wind velocities of evolved stars in comparison to solar type stars and discuss our differences with a similar attempt by Ignace et al. (2010). We find the exoplanetary radio flux density to be

\[
S_p \approx 4.6 \text{ mJy} \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_J} \right)^{-0.2} \left( \frac{M_p}{M_J} \right)^{-0.33} \left( \frac{R_p}{R_J} \right)^{-3} \\
\times \left( \frac{\Omega}{1.6 \text{ sr}} \right)^{-1} \left( \frac{d}{10 \text{ pc}} \right)^{-2} \left( \frac{a}{1 \text{ au}} \right)^{-1.6} \\
\times \left( \frac{M_{\text{ion}}}{10^{-11} M_J \text{ yr}^{-1}} \right)^{0.8} \left( \frac{\nu_{\text{esc}}}{100 \text{ km s}^{-1}} \right)^2,
\]

where \( \omega \) is the rotation rate of the exoplanet (i.e., \( 2\pi/\omega \) is the planetary rotation period) and \( \omega_J \) is the rotation rate of Jupiter

\(^1\) Taken from the Extrasolar Planetary Encyclopedia (Schneider et al. 2011).
followed Farrell et al. (1999) and assumed that the planet will lose mass at a velocity of the stellar wind. In deriving this expression we have used mass-loss rates \( \dot{M} \), terminal velocities \( \upsilon_{\text{t}} \), and the Sun, have mass-loss rates \( \dot{M}_{\odot} \), to estimate the velocity of the fully ionized coronal type winds of \( \upsilon_{\text{ion}} \). The mid-K giant, \( \beta \) Gem, is the beaming solid angle of the emission, \( \pi/\omega \), which presumably originates from their thermal coronae, and \( \upsilon_{c} \), where \( \upsilon_{c} \) is the photospheric escape velocity. In choosing our evolved star targets, an important wind property to consider is the ionization fraction because it is only the ionized component of the wind that couples with the planet’s magnetosphere. The “Linsky-Haisch dividing line” in the giant branch of the H-R diagram near spectral type K1 and near spectral type G5 for the brighter giants, separates these stars based on their wind ionization properties (Linsky & Haisch 1979). Stars blueward of the dividing line possess fully ionized winds like the Sun, have mass-loss rates \( M < 10^{-13} M_{\odot} \text{yr}^{-1} \), and wind terminal velocities \( \upsilon_{\text{t}} \sim 100 \text{km s}^{-1} \), while stars on the redward side have winds with lower levels of ionization, larger mass-loss rates \( M > 10^{-8} M_{\odot} \text{yr}^{-1} \), and lower wind terminal velocities \( \upsilon_{\text{t}} \leq 40 \text{km s}^{-1} \) (Drake & Linsky 1986). In Table 1 we list the basic parameters of two early-K type giants and one mid-K type giant that we observed with LOFAR. The two early-K giants, \( \beta \) Gem and \( \iota \) Dra, are weak X-ray emitters (Huensch et al. 1996) which presumably originates from their thermal coronae, and so they most likely possess coronal winds that are fully ionized. The mid-K giant, \( \beta \) UMi, may have a partially ionized wind with an ionization fraction of \( \sim 0.2 \), although this value is based on a low signal-to-noise centimeter observation of the star (Drake & Linsky 1986). The ionized mass-loss rates are calculated using the semi-empirical mass loss relation from Schröder & Cuntz (2005) and applying an ionization fraction of \( 0.2 \) for both the early- and mid-spectral type giants, respectively. To estimate the velocity of the fully ionized coronal type winds of the early-K type giants, we follow Drake & Linsky (1986) and assume \( \upsilon_{\text{esc}} = 0.75 \times \upsilon_{\text{esc}} \), where \( \upsilon_{\text{esc}} \) is the photospheric escape velocity. The velocity of the partially ionized wind of the mid-K type giant is found from Mg II absorption features (Drake & Linsky 1986). All three evolved stars have been confirmed to host at least one sub-stellar companion, whose semi-major axes are between 1.3 and 1.7 au and have minimum masses greater than 2.9 \( M_{J} \). We assume a beaming solid angle of 1.6 steradians for all three targets which is the same as that of Jupiter’s decameter emission (Desch & Kaiser 1984; Zarka et al. 2004). Following Eq. (1) we find that the predicted exoplanetary radio flux densities from the three evolved stars range from 0.1 to 14.6 mJy. We note that these predictions are based on many system parameters that are highly uncertain, particularly the ionized mass-loss rates which are poorly constrained by observations. O’Gorman et al. (2017) used centimeter radio observations of \( \beta \) Gem to place upper limits on the ionized mass-loss rate which were almost identical to the predictions of Schröder & Cuntz (2005). It is therefore likely that the ionized mass loss rates given in Table 1 are upper limits to the actual values. The predicted exoplanetary radio flux densities in Table 1 should be seen as a “zeroth order” estimate to show the feasibility of detecting such emission from evolved stars with LOFAR.

### Table 1. Basic parameters of the observed evolved stars and their planetary companions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Host star</th>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Source Spectral type</th>
<th>d (pc)</th>
<th>( R_{\ast} ) (( R_{\odot} ))</th>
<th>( M_{\ast} ) (( M_{\odot} ))</th>
<th>( \upsilon_{\text{t}} ) (\text{km s}^{-1})</th>
<th>( M_{\text{ion}} ) (( M_{\odot} \text{yr}^{-1} ))</th>
<th>( M_{\text{P sin i}} ) (( M_{J} ))</th>
<th>( a ) (au)</th>
<th>( S_{\nu} ) (mJy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \beta ) Gem</td>
<td>K0 III</td>
<td>( \beta ) Gem</td>
<td>K0 III</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>( \upsilon_{\text{t}} )</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>3.1 \times 10^{-11}</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \iota ) Dra</td>
<td>K2 III</td>
<td>( \iota ) Dra</td>
<td>K2 III</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>( \upsilon_{\text{t}} )</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>5.8 \times 10^{-11}</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta ) UMi</td>
<td>K4 III</td>
<td>( \beta ) UMi</td>
<td>K4 III</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>( \upsilon_{\text{t}} )</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.7 \times 10^{-10}</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Distances, \( d \), are based on parallaxes from van Leeuwen (2007). \( R_{\ast}, M_{\ast}, \upsilon_{\text{t}} \), and \( M_{\text{ion}} \) are the host star’s radius, mass, wind terminal velocity, and ionized mass loss rate, respectively. \( M_{\text{P sin i}}, a, \) and \( S_{\nu} \), are the planet’s minimum mass, semi-major orbital axis, and expected radio flux density. The superscript letters represent the following references: (a) Nordgren et al. (2001); (b) Hatzes et al. (2012); (c) Reffert et al. (2006); (d) Baines et al. (2011); (e) Frink et al. (2002); (f) Richichi et al. (2005); (g) Lee et al. (2014).
This process was repeated until two rounds of self-calibration. The round of phase-only direction-independent self-calibration was performed on the target field using an initial (approximately 2 MHz) and direction-independent phase calibration, for all three target sources. PREFACTOR was used to calculate the amplitude gains for each individual flux calibrator scan using the default Scaife & Heald (2012) calibrator models. Phase solutions were also derived and split into terms accounting for clock errors and atmospheric total electron content (TEC). Both the amplitude solutions and the clock portion of the phase solutions were then applied to the corresponding scan of the target field. The TEC solutions were not propagated as they were applicable only to the calibrator field. The diagnostic plots of the amplitude and phase solutions derived from the calibrator fields were examined for bad solutions, but there was no evidence that any scans needed to be excluded.

Following this initial amplitude and clock calibration, the data were combined into chunks of 10 LOFAR sub-bands (approximately 2 MHz) and direction-independent phase calibration was performed on the target field using an initial sky model taken from the LOFAR global sky model (GSM; van Haarlem et al. 2013) and a combination of the VLA Low-frequency Sky Survey (VLSS, VLSSr; Cohen et al. 2007; Lane et al. 2012), the Westerbork Northern Sky Survey (WENSS; Rengelink et al. 1997) and, the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998). A model of each field at LOFAR frequencies was then developed by imaging three 2 MHz chunks of the data at the beginning, middle and end of the total bandwidth and using the LOFAR source finding tool, PyBDSM (Mohan & Rafferty 2015), to make a multi-frequency sky model of each field. Many sources in the FOV exhibited distortions due to beam or calibration issues. A suitable mask was generated using PyBDSM to exclude regions of probable spurious emission from the cleaning process at all times – from the calibration cycle to the final image. No evidence of any diffuse emission detected by the shortest baselines. It should be noted that CASA does not implement any correction for the LOFAR beam, and while this option is available in AWImager (Tasse et al. 2013), AWImager lacks the option to use multiple Taylor terms to describe the sky brightness, leaving it at a disadvantage when imaging with a large fractional bandwidth.

As each target source is located at the center of the field, it was felt that primary beam effects were less important than correct treatment of the flux across the entire bandwidth. We note that the separation in elevation angles between β Gem, ι Dra, and β UMi and their flux density calibrators are about 10°, 5°, and 20° respectively. Based on these separations, and the findings of Coughlan et al. (2017), we estimate the absolute flux density uncertainty to be approximately 10%. As well as imaging the entire dataset, separate images of each 30 min scan were also generated with the same settings to search for any evidence of variable behavior or flaring in the target sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Bandwidth (MHz)</th>
<th>Time on source (h)</th>
<th>Flux calibrator</th>
<th>Delay/rate/phase beam FWHM (″ × ″ ′′)</th>
<th>Synthesized rms (µJy beam−1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β Gem</td>
<td>2015 Feb 17,19</td>
<td>31.64</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3C196</td>
<td>J0741+3112 J0746+2734</td>
<td>7.5 × 3.8, 57 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ι Dra</td>
<td>2015 Apr 22,23</td>
<td>31.64</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3C295</td>
<td>J1604+5714 J1527+5849</td>
<td>5.3 × 3.7, 91 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β UMi</td>
<td>2015 May 05,06</td>
<td>47.66</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3C295</td>
<td>J1448+7601</td>
<td>7.3 × 5.4, 76 190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The delay, rate, and phase calibrators were included in our observational setup to enable the calibration of the international baselines if desired. Data from only the core and remote stations are used in this paper and so these calibrators were not used in our data reduction.

Each full dataset was then imaged with CASA using 2 Taylor terms to describe the variation of the flux with frequency for each source in the field being imaged. 256 w-projection plains were used to account for the curvature of the sky plane when modeling all strong sources. Many sources in the FOV exhibited distortions due to beam or calibration issues. A suitable mask was generated using PyBDSM to exclude regions of probable spurious emission from the cleaning process at all times – from the calibration cycle to the final image. Data with a $u\nu$-range of less than 1 k$\lambda$ were excluded to reduce the presence of any diffuse emission detected by the shortest baselines.

4. Results
In Figs. 1–3 we display both 1000′′ × 1000′′ and 300′′ × 300′′ images of the fields around each of the three targets at 150 MHz. From these images, it can clearly be seen that we do not detect emission from any of the three evolved stars. The root-mean-square (rms) noise values, $\sigma_{\text{rms}}$, at the expected location of each source, are found to be 0.325, 0.290, and 0.190 mJy beam$^{-1}$, for the β Gem, β UMi, and ι Dra images, respectively. We can therefore place $3\sigma_{\text{rms}}$ upper limits on the flux density at 150 MHz of 0.98, 0.87, and 0.57 mJy for β Gem, β UMi, and ι Dra, respectively. In the β Gem image, we note that the rms noise increases to about 1 mJy approximately one beam south-east of the expected source position which is caused by the sidelobes of a strong source located approximately 700′′ north-east of the target.

To account for the fact that any exoplanetary radio emission may be time variable in nature, we also imaged each individual 30 min scan for the three sources. Again, no emission...
was detected from the targets in these higher time resolution images, which typically had a sensitivity of <1 mJy beam$^{-1}$ at the expected source position. We did not attempt to construct a time series of the complex visibilities to search for even shorter time variable emission due to the very large FOV of LOFAR at 150 MHz ($\sim$6") and the ensuing difficulty in modeling and removing all additional sources in the FOV.

5. Discussion

5.1. Results in the context of previous searches

There has been no confirmed direct detection of radio emission from an exoplanet to date despite a large number of dedicated searches. The first sensitive searches for radio emission from exoplanets were carried out with the Very Large Array (VLA). Wingele et al. (1986) observed six nearby main sequence stars and placed 3σ upper limits in the range 15.2–112.5 mJy for exoplanetary radio emission with LOFAR. They thus place 3σ upper limits at the sub-mJy level when searching for exoplanetary radio emission with LOFAR. They thus highlight the increased sensitivity that LOFAR now provides over other facilities at similar wavelengths such as the VLA, the GMRT, and the MWA. Moreover, the long baselines of the LOFAR remote stations provide superior angular resolution in comparison to the other aforementioned facilities. For example, our angular resolution (excluding the international baselines) is about 5" which is about 25 and 4 times better than that provided by the MWA and the GMRT at 150 MHz, respectively, which helps to distinguish between any possible background confusing sources when imaging in Stokes I. Furthermore, the International LOFAR baselines offer, if calibrated and imaged, a synthesized resolution of 0.25" at 150 MHz (i.e., 80 times better than GMRT) which would be very useful to spatially constrain any detected candidate exoplanet emission.
5.2. The importance of the observing frequency

Like the magnetized solar system planets, the ECM emission frequency of an exoplanet is expected to occur at the electron gyrofrequency, \( \nu (\text{MHz}) = 2.8B (\text{Gauss}) \), where \( B \) is the planet's magnetic field strength. We note that \( B \) can also be the host star's magnetic field in which an exoplanet may induce accelerated electron precipitation and radio emission in a similar fashion to the Io-Jupiter current system (Zarka 2007). In the former case, there is also expected to be a sharp cut-off in this emission frequency at \( \nu_c \), which will be controlled by the maximum planetary magnetic field strength, generally located close to the planet's surface at the magnetic poles. The maximum magnetic field strength for Jupiter is \( \sim 14 \text{G} \) and so Jupiter does not emit ECM emission above 40 MHz. Therefore, it is worth stressing that our 150 MHz observations could never have detected radio
emission from an exoplanet with a magnetic field strength similar to that of Jupiter’s. In fact, the exoplanets in our sample of evolved stars would need to generate magnetic field strengths of ~50 G for us to have had a chance of detecting them.

A possible explanation for the lack of a detection of radio emission from exoplanets to date is that the majority of exoplanets observed do not generate sufficiently large magnetic field strengths to produce ECM emission at the observing frequency. This could be caused by a tendency to date for observing campaigns to focus on hot Jupiter type planets which, due to the $a^{-1.6}$ dependency in Eq. (1), are predicted to produce greater levels of emission than planets with larger orbital radii. However, these planets are predicted to synchronize their axial spin with their orbital motion rapidly over their lifetime becoming tidally locked to their host star and so will be rotating much slower than Jupiter (Seager & Hui 2002). Slowly rotating planets may have reduced dynamo efficiency and weaker magnetic fields which would lower the ECM emission frequency (Grießmeier et al. 2007). For example, Farrell et al. (1999) showed that the maximum ECM emission frequency of a Jupiter size exoplanet can be approximated by

$$v_c \sim 23.5\text{ MHz} \left(\frac{\omega}{\omega_0}\right) \left(\frac{M_P}{M_J}\right)^{5/3}.$$

Using the parameters of the well known hot Jupiter, τ Boo b ($2\pi/\omega_0 = 79\text{ h}$, $M_P = 3.9\, M_J$) we find that $v_c = 28\text{ MHz}$ which would not be detectable with LOFAR at 150 MHz.

We reiterate that because the orbital distances of our observed planets are >1.4 au, they are unlikely to be tidally locked and their rotation rates should be larger than hot Jupiter type planets. Assuming the planets in our sample have Jupiter rotation rates and masses that are equal to their minimum mass (i.e., $\sin i = 1$), then the maximum emission frequencies of our sample should have a range between 140–1600 MHz. These values could be larger or smaller by a factor of about 3 (Lazio et al. 2004). Along with the uncertainties in planetary masses and rotation rates, it is reasonable to suggest that the planets in our sample could be capable of producing ECM emission at 150 MHz.

5.3. Time variable emission

The low frequency radio emission from the magnetized solar system planets is highly variable over time. For example, the non-lo controlled decameter emission of Jupiter varies smoothly over minutes and can produce flux densities that are 10 times higher than the median levels (Zarka 1998; Zarka et al. 2004; Marques et al. 2017), while Saturn’s low frequency radio emission can be 100 times higher over similar durations (Desch & Rucker 1985). The causes of this variability can be due to modulation from the planetary spin rotation (due to the misalignment between the spin axis and the magnetic axis) and/or variability of the solar wind. Moreover, decameter emission of Jupiter is only detectable over certain ranges of rotational phase because the emission is narrowly beamed (see Hallinan et al. 2013 for a discussion). It is therefore conceivable that any variable emission could have been diluted and have gone undetected due to our relatively long integration times (~7 h). For example, from Eq. (1) we find that the expected median level of exoplanetary radio flux from β Gem to be 14.3 mJy while we reached a 3σ noise level of 0.325 mJy over an integration time of 7 h. If the planet produced only one burst of emission of 14.3 mJy lasting say 5 min then the flux would be diluted by 14.3 mJy (5 min/420 min) = 0.17 mJy and we would not have detected this emission (at a 3σ significance level). Similarly, we would not have detected this emission in our 30 min integration images because the statistical noise in these were ~1 mJy and the flux would have been diluted to ~2 mJy. However, as the integration time, $t$, reduces we can roughly assume that the sensitivity reduces as $t^{-1/2}$, and so an image created over only 5 min would have had a noise level of ~3 mJy and we could have detected the emission burst. We have found that the poor $u-v$ coverage makes imaging on these short (i.e., minutes) timescales difficult. Our observing strategy is therefore more suited to exoplanetary radio emission that either varies smoothly over hours or is continuously bursty over hours. One future possibility to compensate for the poor $u-v$ coverage over these short time periods is to observe the target over the entire 96 MHz bandwidth and use the Multi-Frequency Synthesis (MFS) algorithm (Rau & Cornwell 2011) when imaging.

5.4. Possible limitations of our model

Zarka et al. (2001) proposed a radio-to-magnetic scaling law whereby the conversion of incident solar wind magnetic energy into electron acceleration could be responsible for planetary radio emission in our solar system. They showed that the kinetic and magnetic energy flux of the solar wind vary similarly with distance beyond ~1 au, and so from the two observed scaling laws alone, it is not possible to tell which physical interaction actually drives planetary radio emission. Investigations of the radio emission from satellite-Jupiter interactions actually suggest that the physically grounded scaling law is the radio-to-magnetic one, while the radio-to-kinetic one may be just a coincidence (Zarka 2007). Subsequent papers further discuss the physical mechanisms governing the radio-to-magnetic scaling law (e.g., Saur et al. 2013). It is therefore possible that our LOFAR non-detections indicate that the radio-to-kinetic scaling law is an invalid assumption.

As evolved stars expand and spin down, their surface magnetic field strengths are expected to be weaker than those of main sequence stars (Simon & Drake 1989). Nevertheless, there is now a growing amount of evidence that evolved stars across a wide range of spectral types are magnetically active (e.g., Van Doorsselaere et al. 2017; Karovska et al. 2005; Lèbre et al. 2014; Vlemmings et al. 2005). Indeed, a surface-averaged longitudinal magnetic field of 0.5 G has been measured for one of our evolved star targets, β Gem (Aurière et al. 2009), which is approximately a factor of three smaller than the solar value. In this case, given the larger stellar radius of β Gem ($R_* = 8.8\, R_J$), its magnetic moment would be larger than the solar value which could also increase the exoplanetary radio emission. It might be possible that magnetically active late spectral type evolved stars, whose stellar radii are much larger than our three targets, could have very large magnetic moments and thus be favourable candidates for exoplanetary radio emission.

6. Conclusions

We have derived a variant of the radiometric Bode’s law which accounts for the different stellar wind properties of evolved stars in comparison to solar type stars and used this to make an order of magnitude estimate for the expected levels of exoplanetary radio emission around a small sample of evolved stars. Our findings are in agreement with Ignace et al. (2010) in that some evolved stars with very ionized winds should be good targets to search for exoplanetary radio emission and may produce
emission that is detectable with current radio facilities, provided the radio-to-kinetic scaling law is a valid assumption. We used LOFAR at 150 MHz to search for exoplanetary radio emission from three such evolved stars, β Gem, τ Dra, and β UMi, all of which have known planetary companions. We did not detect any of these sources but place tight 3σ upper limits of 0.98, 0.87, and 0.57 mJy on their flux densities, assuming non-variable emission.

There are good reasons to continue the search for exoplanetary radio emission from nearby evolved stars with relatively ionized winds. Not only might their large ionized mass loss rates enable them to produce levels of emission that are detectable with existing radio facilities, but importantly, planets at large orbital distances could be detectable from these objects. This surmounts a major obstacle when observing hot Jupiter type planets, namely that the planet will not be tidally locked to its host star and has a good chance of producing ECM emission at the frequencies observed.

There are a host of possible reasons to explain why we and others have so far failed to detect radio emission from exoplanets (see Bastian et al. 2000; Zarka et al. 2015). An obvious strategy for increasing the likelihood of a detection is to observe a sample as possible with the most sensitive long wavelength radio telescopes available. LOFAR is currently the best instrument for this task and is easily capable of reaching magnitude more sensitive than LOFAR and is expected to operate for searching for radio emission from exoplanets (Zarka et al. 2015). It should be easily capable of detecting radio emission from nearby massive exoplanets that are not tidally locked to their host stars.
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Appendix A: Derivation of RBL for evolved stars

To estimate the predicted median radio flux density from an exoplanet around an evolved star we first follow Lazio et al. (2004) and use the “Radiation Model 2” from Farrell et al. (1999) which itself is based on the solar system work of Desch & Kaiser (1984). This model assumes that the emitted radio power from the exoplanet, $P_{\text{rad}}$, is related to the incident kinetic power from the stellar wind onto the magnetosphere, $P_{\text{in}}$, such that $P_{\text{rad}} \propto P_{\text{in}}^{1.2}$. The radius of the exoplanet’s magnetosphere, $R_{\text{M}}$, orbiting an evolved star will depend on the stellar wind velocity, $v_{\infty}$, and the ionized mass loss rate of the host star, $\dot{M}_{\text{ion}}$, and is determined from a pressure balance between the exoplanet’s magnetic field pressure and the stellar wind dynamic pressure giving

$$R_{\text{M}} \propto (aM_B)^{1/3}(\dot{M}_{\text{ion}}v_{\infty})^{-1/6}, \quad (A.1)$$

where $a$ is the semi-major axis of the planet’s orbit and $M_B$ is the planetary magnetic moment (e.g., Grießmeier et al. 2005). Following Farrell et al. (1999) a Blackett type scaling law relates the magnetic moment to the planet’s mass, $M_p$, and rotation rate, $\omega$ ($\omega = 2\pi/\text{rotation period}$), such that $M_B \propto \omega M_p^{5/3}$, and so

$$R_{\text{M}} \propto (a\omega)^{1/3}(M_p^{5/3}/\dot{M}_{\text{ion}})^{1/6}. \quad (A.2)$$

Assuming a spherically symmetric wind with an ionized density of $\rho = \dot{M}_{\text{ion}}/4\pi a^2 v_{\infty}$, the stellar wind pressure onto the magnetosphere can be written as

$$P_{\text{sw}} \propto \dot{M}_{\text{ion}}^2 R_{\text{M}}^2 a^{-2}, \quad (A.3)$$

where we have utilized Eq. (1) of Farrell et al. (1999). The emitted radio power from the exoplanet is then

$$P_{\text{rad}} \propto \dot{M}_{\text{ion}}^2 v_{\infty}^2 a^{-1.6}\omega^{0.8}M_p^{1.33}. \quad (A.4)$$

Following Farrell et al. (1999), the Jovian decametric component is considered at least partly related to the solar wind kinetic energy input and is used as the base power level to give

$$P_{\text{rad}} = 4 \times 10^{18} \text{erg s}^{-1} \left(\frac{\dot{M}_{\text{ion}}}{10^{-14} M_\odot \text{yr}^{-1}}\right)^{0.8} \left(\frac{v_{\infty}}{400 \text{ km s}^{-1}}\right)^2 \left(\frac{a}{5 \text{ au}}\right)^{-1.6} \left(\frac{\omega}{\omega_J}\right)^{0.8} \left(\frac{M_p}{M_J}\right)^{1.33}, \quad (A.5)$$

where the “$J$” subscripts indicate values for Jupiter and we assume that the solar mass loss rate is $\dot{M}_{\odot} = 10^{-14} M_\odot \text{yr}^{-1}$ and the solar wind velocity is $v_{\odot} = 400 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ at Jupiter’s orbital distance of 5 au.

The predicted radio flux density of an exoplanet is then

$$S_\nu = \frac{P_{\text{rad}}\Delta\nu d^2}{4\pi^2}, \quad (A.6)$$

where $d$ is the Earth-star distance, $\Delta\nu$ is the beaming solid angle $(4\pi \text{ sr}$ being an isotropic pattern outwards), and $\Delta\nu$ is the emission bandwidth which is assumed to be $0.5\nu_c$ and is consistent with the solar system planets (Farrell et al. 1999). From Eq. (4) of Lazio et al. (2004) the characteristic emission frequency is

$$\nu_c \approx 23.5 \text{ MHz} \left(\frac{\omega}{\omega_J}\right)^{-0.2} \left(\frac{M_p}{M_J}\right)^{0.33} \left(\frac{R_p}{R_J}\right)^{-3} \times \left(\frac{\Omega}{1.6 \text{ sr}}\right)^{-1} \left(\frac{d}{10 \text{ pc}}\right)^{-2} \left(\frac{a}{1 \text{ au}}\right)^{-1.6} \times \left(\frac{\dot{M}_{\text{ion}}}{10^{-11} M_\odot \text{yr}^{-1}}\right)^{0.8} \left(\frac{v_{\infty}}{100 \text{ km s}^{-1}}\right)^2. \quad (A.7)$$

We note that Ignace et al. (2010) also applied the radiometric Bode’s law to evolved stars but their equation differs from Eq. (A.8) in the following three ways: (1) The exponent of their solid angle term is $-2$ but should be $-1$. (2) Their formula contains a frequency term which should not be included. (3) They do not include the 1.2 exponent in the last term of their Eq. (3) (i.e., the ratio of density times velocity cubed term) nor do they account for the variation in magnetospheric radius due to variations in stellar wind properties and so the exponent of their ionized mass loss rate is different to ours. Nevertheless, their basic conclusion is the same as ours in that exoplanets around coronal giants could be good targets to search for exoplanetary radio emission.